
Partner reading  
Game ((. 140–145)

The team still has games to play before the playoffs. Will the team come together 
after Drew and Tomas fight?

Read from page 140 to page 143, “I was down with that.”

Ruffy thinks that Tomas has had things “handed to him,” meaning that Tomas has
had an easy life. 

Talk to your partner about this. Has Tomas had an easy life?

▢ We think this is true. ▢ We think this is not true.

Was it okay for Drew to grab the ball away from Tomas at the end of the game? 
Look back at pages 142 and 143. 

It was right for Drew to grab the ball 
away because . . . 

It was wrong for Drew to grab the ball 
away because . . .

1. the clock was running down
and Tomas might not get a
shot.

1. Tomas was waiting on purpose
for the clock to almost run
down. He was ready to take
the winning shot.

2. 2.

3. 3.
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Name:



Read page 143, “Lying across my bed . . .” to page 145.

Talk with your partner. What’s happening off the court that might be messing 
with Drew’s game? 

Use some of the 5 Ws to summarize what happened.

WHO ________________________________________________ 

DID WHAT____________________________________________ 

WHY________________________________________________

Theme tracker 
Make a theme tracker entry on page 91. 

Write something important that someone says or does at practice (page 145). 

Explain how the quote or happening connects to the theme. 

I made a theme tracker entry. 
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Partner reading, continued
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